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SECTION - A

(Very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all queslions. (10x1=10 Marks)

1. What is Stream ?

2. When do you declare a member ol a class static ?

3. What is static binding ?

4. Can we overload a destructor ?

5. What is an abstract class ?

6. What is default conslructor ?

7. Why should the formal argument ol the copy constructor be a relerence object ?

8. What are static variables ?

9. lvlention the role of file iostream. h in C++.

10. For a two dimensional array int a [2] [2], which element is represented by -(a + 1 ).

p.T.o-
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SECTION - B

Not to exceed one parasrapn. ensi/selllt#n"l',"j1,"o,"^s. Each question carries
two marks. (8x2=16 Marks)

1 1. What is 'this' ?

12. What are destructors ? When are they called ? What is their utilily ?

13. What is manipulator in C++ ?

14. Distinguish b/w static casting and dynamic casting.

'15. Write a declarator for main ( ) that will enable command line arguments.

16, Dislinguish b/w virtuallunction and pure vjrtual tunction. Justily your answer
with example.

17. Short notes on symbolic constants with examples.

18. Ditferentiate b/w malloc ( ) and new.

19. What are the difference b/w a structure in C and a class in C++ ?

20. Short notes on enumerated data type with examples.

21 . A static member function is similar to a friend function. Comment.

22. What is a Constructor ? Explain copy constructor wilh an example.

SECTION _ C
(Short Essay)

Not to exceed 120words. Answerany six questions. Each question carriesfour
marks. (6x4=24 Marks)

23. What is dynamic binding ? When do we use it ? Describe with example.

24. Distinguish b/w inline function and macro.

25. What do you mean by a reference variable ? ls there any difference b/w reference

variable and pointer ? Explain with example.
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26. Write down the difterence b/w object-oriented programming languages and earlier
(Non object-oriented) programming languages.

27. W(ite a C++ program to write into a file named test.tK' the text 'Department of
Computer Science, University of Kerala'and without closing file, printthe content
of 'test.txt' on the console.

28. Whal is ,unction overloading ? Eiplai0 wjth an example.

29. Explain in detail the access specifiers in C++ with examples.

30. Notes on Exception handling with examples.

3'1 . Write a templale iunction that returns the average ol all elements an array. The
arguments lo the function should be lhe away name and size of an array. ln
main ( ), exercise the lunction with ar(ays ol type int, double and char.

SECTION _ D

(Long Essay)

Answerany two questions. Each question carries 15 marks. (2x18=30 Marks)

32, Wrile a program in C++to implement a class called "String" forstring manipulation.
Overload +=, + and = operator, lorstring append, concatenation and aSsignment
respectively.

33, What is virtual base class ? lllustrate with proper examples. When and why is it

required to inherit a base class as virtual ? Write a program in C++ to show the
implementation of virtual base class.

34. What is inheritance ? Mention some advantages of inheritance, Describe ditferent
types ol inheritance with examples.

35. Write a class to represent a vector (a series of lloat values). lnclude member
tunctions to perlorm lhe following tasks :

a) To create the vector.

b) To modify the value of a given element.

c) To multiply by a scalar value.

d) To display the vector in the form (19, 20, 30, .,...).

e) To add two vector objects.

Wrile a proqram to test your class.


